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SUbWRY 

Celculatians byenintagral methdasmuning emllcmae-flora, andbya 
finitg-difference method assuming the flow to be quaai-wnical, are oaepared 
with nmsurements made available by tburmel (Teahnical University, Bnmmiok) 
onahighly sweptdeltawimg athighincidence. 

It is faud that the en&U-cross-flow n&hod gives a ra& genaral 
picture af the flow but is inaccurate in the details, especially velocity 
profiles. For this problemthe quasi-conicalmethod ia mm aacurate over 
most of the flsxv Field and gives a mob better representation of the velooitg 
profiles. 

* Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 67227 - AJL.C. 29747. 
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I INl!RODUOTION 

H-9 has mrde a series dboundary layernreasursments on a triangular 
plate of aqect ratio 1.0 at an angle of inoidenoe of 20.5' and a Reynolds 

number based cm maxinuua ohorci of 9.105. At this high incidence the flow 

separates Pman the leading edges, fozming the familiar coiled vortex sheets, 
&the fla~reattachss alongthe centreline of the upper surface, sprsads 

outwards and separates again along a aeoondaxy separation line. The flow 

was leminar and the Maoh number lav enough for the flow tobe considered to 
be inocmpressible. In the calculations to be discussed here attention was 

concentrated on the upper surface. 

At such a high inaidenoe one might have expected the external flow to 
be oonioal, but in fact it was not so; though it did appear from the measure- 
ments that the external streamlines crossed each radius vector from the apex 
at a nearly oonstent angle, the velocity decreasedalmost linearly along them. 
Therewaathus an"unfavoureblen pressure gradientalongthe rays. On the 
other hand, for most of the surface until just befars the secondary separa- 
tion line, the velocity increased as ans moved outwads across the span, end 
thus the pressure distribution in this direction was "favourable" XI the 
sense of Maskell and Weber2. Just before separation this became unfavourable 
but it was a quite sudden change. 

Originally it was eqectedthatthe floawuddbe nearly conical and 
the intention was to apply the calculation mdhod of Ref.3 to these expsri- 
mats forpurposes of oampariaon. On receipt of the ms ssuremnts, however, 
it was seen that the method COUU not be directly applied, thoiqh the 
possibility of assuming the flCAp to be locally oonioal might be borne in 

mind. ThemsthodfiratusedwasthatofRef.lk which is aman?ntundntegral 
r&hod assuming small cross-flaa. Here the maximum cross-flow angle is over 
20' and so the n&hod is being stretched beyomi its region of validity, which 
is often believed to be far a oross-flow of not more than 15’. The cslcula- 
tionewere psrfozndusingthe m?asuredpressure distributionend external 
flow direction as input data. 

The msin test used to assess the method of calculation was the axemina- 

tion of the angle Bwbetwsenthelimiting streamlines &the centre line. 
It was found that the two c-es far Pw (calculated and measured) run more 
or less parallel to eaoh other, with an almost oanatsnt differenoe of 5'. 
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Attempts were dso made to oompare the velooity profiles at two stations, but 
mmzntum-integral methods by their very nature osnnot be expected to give 
gocd results for velocity profiles. In addition the measuremntsuere suoh 
that there were very few points available near to the wall. Agrewt was 
poor. 

The conolusion from this test is that the method of Ref.4may be 
possible for a quick assessment of the z&n properties but that it is 
inadequate for a detailed accurate oaloulation. 

On the other hand, the essumptionoflocaUy oonicalflmleadsto 
better results over most of the region, and the velooity profiles agreed 
with the measuremmts fairly olosely. 

The coordmate system used is Cartesian, x being measured from the 
apex along the centreline end y nomslto this line on the mrfsce; z is 
normlto the plane of the dng. Alle.re ncm-dimsnsionalizsdby them&rum 
chord o 

0’ 
Inedditicn if s(x)isthe non-dimnsianal semi-spanatsny x 

station then we use the ooorduate rl = y/s(x) insteed of y. Fora 
triangular wing we have s(x) =Kxwhere K isaocmstant. The wing in 
question had aspect ratio 1 so that K = 4 in this case, and each radius 
vector is such that q is cmstant along it with rl E *I at the leading 
edges. The angle of sweep is 76'. 

2.1 External flow streamlines 

From the measurems nts the angle Be between the external motion of 
flow and the centre line was plotted as shown inFig.1, fraz whioh it will 
be seen that the points fall ona single ouve except. for sane saatter in 
the region 0.5 < q < 0.7. Scatter is likely 5n plaoes where x is small 
owingtothe diffioulties cf Ilytaaunmen t,andazuanauvewasdraanthrough 
the points; in the range of q just mentioned those for the larger values 
of x were consid.eredmore reliable. 

Fromthe ~asurements the equation of the external streszilines oanbe 
oalculated as in Appendix A. Those aotusUy used in the oaloulations are 
dram in Fig.2. 
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2.2 Pressure dx.tnbution 

TWO means of finding the pressure were available from the measurements. 

One was by the velocity xn the external stream as given by Humnel', and the 

other by the pressure coeffzcient as detexnuned from pressure holes on the 

surface. If the pressure across the boundary layer IS constant there should 
be no dxfference between the pressures obtalnsble by the two methods. 
Unfortunately they dzd not agree so it was decided to use the pressure 
obtained from the pressure holes as ltiely to be more reliable. Some of the 
measurements are shown inFig.3. It will be seen that there 1s some scatter. 
It was necessary to do scane smoothug and to wke extrapolations towards 
x = 0. The latter were rather arbitrary but It is not believed that this 
till make much difference to the boundary layer results downstream. The 
flnal adopted pressure distribution is shown plotted 111 two different ways 
in Figs.4 snd 5. 

3 THX CATLlJIATION METHOD 

3.1 small cross-flow 

This was fully described in Ref.4 snd till only be sumarlsed here. 
The calculation follows streamlines snd the first operation is to calculate 
these, as described in Appendix A. 

Streamline coordinates are used tithlvles jl constant representing 
stresmlines snd # = constant thex orthogonal trajectorzes. # is not 
necessarily a velocity potential or * a stream function. The line element 
ds is given by 

ds2 = 2!5+4, 
PI e P2 'e 

(1) 

where Ve is the resultant. velocity XI the external flow, and p, and p2 are 
functions to be determined from the shape of the external streamlines. 

The profiles of u1 and v', the components of velocity along and 
perpendicular to the external stresniLtiles,are taken to be 



u’ ve = fW - bdr;) , 

v’ - = n&z3 - Jk(6) , ve 
where 

co= E (a”)+ g , 

h(G) = 6 s-~*, 

$a v4 c-~ 

PI3 +- ( J 

V2 
= 5.08e 

p2 

= L in +M(O.O67A - 0.66y)j , 
V," 

(2) 

(3) 

(‘5) 

(7) 

(8) 

621 = - PrI - rnM , (9) 
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p = 0.2946 + 0.0223A 
(10) 

m = 0.02983 + 0.0038oA l 

The angle y betweenexternalstresmlines and limiting stresmlinesis 
given by 

tany I 2.6587n + Id 
2+A ' (11) 

Equation (7) is solved by a quadrature, whilst (a), in virtue of (9) is 
a linear ewtim in e2, orn. 

For wnvenienoe the equations are all expressed in terms of x and q 
and the details are given in Appendix B. 

3.2 &esi-oonioal flow 

Intheproblemconsidered theflowis suchthatall external stream- 
lines cross a given radius vector at a constant angle but the magnitude of 
the external velocity is not constant along a mdius vector, as Figs.3 and 4 
show; and so the flow is not conicel. We shall assume that the flow is 
'%ca.lly" conical, and give the name Nquasi-conical"~to calculations made. 

We are implying that changes along a radius vector are small compared 
with those non& to it, and for the smll aspect ratio wing under considera- 
tion this is equivalent to the assumption of slenderness. We exe not 
caloulating the external flow on this assuqtion (we are using measured 
vehes)butinassming that the flowislccelly conicalwe arsmakinguse of 
the feotthatthe wing is slender. 

The method of Ref.3 may now be used directly since the terms zn the 
main equations of Ref.3 wfiich depend on the external flow are K and M, 
where 

V &J = K2+& 

e ae 

endue andve are the nrrinstnsmvelocity oaqonents alongandperpendicular 
to a radius motor. 
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K is plotted in Fig.11 as a function of q(- 4 tan 6). The ounw of 
K-0.85~ E K- 3.4 ten 8 was plotted and approxinmted by suitable poly- 
nomials in 8 for three ocmtiguow regions (ohoaen to have contirmous 
derivatives at their junctions) which fitted the uurve very well. The 
finite differenoe n&hod was then run through the canputer exe.otly as in 
Ref.3. 

4 RESULTS 

4-1 Smell cross-flw 

A family of extemalstreasilines was selecttad, namslythose afFig.2, 
depending on the constant 0 ofAppendixAs&the integrationrPa~08rrisd 
through to separation if it ocourred, or to the trailing edge if it did not. 
The nain result plotted was the anglebetween limitjng streamlines and the 
centre line. This did not vary mch for a given q over the wide range of 
streemlines chosen and all af the results for different streekldnes RWV 
plotted in one figure. The result is seen inFig.6. The apparent scatter 
represents the varistion between different external streemlines. For a given 
one of these the points form a smooth curve end the scatter represents a 
number of slightly d.ifferent smooth curves. Also showninthe figweere 
Hunmel's measurements by means of en oil flow technique. Over most of the 
range the calculated Clue of 6, is too high by about 5’. Nevertheless the 
approxiumte method gives a fair quelitative picture of the flow. 

An attempt was made to see if the cslcdation could be nmde to agree 
more closely with the experiment by starting at the point 119 0.1 taking the 
measured value of a, at this point, so that the starting value of n in 
equation (8) was to be that givenby experimsnt. Thus at xr 0.1 nu started 
at the point A in Fig.6 instead of the point B. This made little 
difference. In one or two steps the new ourve through A rejoined the 
CUNQ through B and then continued to folJ.ow it. 

Sane measured end calculated veloaity profiles are shown inFigs. and 
8. It will be seen that the measurements do not go down very deeply into 
the boundary layer, but that in any case the agreement is very poor. In 
Figs.9 and IO are shown the values of the qle p beMen streemlines and 
the centre line at different levels in the boundary layer. 

As regtis the detensination of the separation line, given by Hunmel 
as being at TJ = 0.68, Fig.6 shows that the calculation is leading to the same 
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neighbourhood. However in order to obtain the position mom aoourstely 
smdler steps would be rsquirsd; the flow is here very eensitive to the 
externsl pressure distribution whioh is changing very rapidly. There is not 
suffioient experimental data given in this rsgion to obtain more aoourate 
results by reducing the step aim. 

w Quasi-0onioal flow 

The en&e bw for this method is also shown inFig. snd the vslues of 

a/sa"d B f or the sam two seleoted stations as those of Figs.7, 8, 9 sad 
IO are also holuded in these figures. Owe more, and for the 881118 reason 
as already given, we cannot deterndne the separation line very accurately, 
but it oanbe seen that the oaloulations am leading to the msssurad position. 

This osloulation gives results closer to those of experiment, especially 
as regerds velooity profiles. 

5 fXNCLUSIONS 

It will be seen that the sn&.l cross-flw moanentundntegral m&hod 
oannotbe oonsideredtobe verysatisfaotorginthis oase where the oross- 
flow oomponent if3 larga; though it gives saw idea of the overall pioture, 
the details sre poorly reprssented. It appears that afizllytiu-es- 
dimensional osloulationls needed, ingeneral. 

However, for oases such as these, whers the direction of external flow 
is nearly ocmstsnt along rays snc2 the -ia slender, it wcdd seem that a 
qussi-oonioal oaloulatlmbyfinite diffemoe methods my give usefulresults. 
It gives a better surfaoe flow pioturs ad a very mroh better representation 
of the velooity profiles. 

Methods arena~beinKdevelopedfor~afullthree-dimansi~ 
5 oalculation . Thesesreasyetinsnearlystage s&the skrtingpmblam 

needs further wark. Hapever, in&s oourse,tbis ssries of experimentsmqy 
serve as abasis formakingafurtherocqariscm. 



THEDETERMINATIONOF THE STREAb&INES 

If the velocity components~ the exterml flow along and perpendioular 
to a ray ere ue and ve then the polar equation of the streexdines is 

where f(e) is a function of 8 only 88 ex@i.ained in section 2.1. 

we write 

x = r 00s e 

y = l-sine = Kxq 

i.e. 

x = r cos 6 

and so (12) nay be wdtten 

ax 
x 

= K(l - Km-1 aq 
f(1 +K2q2) l 

In the case under coneideration K = 4 and eo 

(13) 
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f(q) is plotted in Fig.11 sd we see that the initial alape of the line 
is 0.85 end 5n.itiaIJ.y f = 0.85 q. 

we find on sepsrating out the singuLarpart in (13) 

s 16(f/q) + lvlcfq - 43.6 
X 3d+f(l6 + v2, > 

m . 

Hence we have 

log x = & log 11 - I + constant, . 

where 

rl 
I = M'/d + 4./f11 - 13.6 aq. 

3.4f(l6 + q2, 
0 

Hence we have 

X = Aqk e-lh) 

where A is aconstant. Different stresmlines are obtained by giving 
different values to A. I(q) was evaluated munerioslly. 

We have 

q = 
,3.4 e3*41(d = &3'4B(q) . 

B(q) was expressed as a polyncmiel of the l+th degree in n and the 
value cf q for a given x was fadby iteration with first appzwxination 
qrox 3.4. This converged rapidly. This was necesssrybeoause it WBS 
fauld most convenient to solve the equations taking equsl steps of x, the 
independent variable chosen, following a stresmline. 

The polyncdalfor B usedwas 

B(r)) = 1 + X593q3 - 6.z1&q4. 
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AuuedixB 

THEEQUATIONS INTER?&3 CF x ani ?J 

If we use polar coordinate r, e (r being non-dimensimalized by co) 
mth the apex as origm and the centre line &s initial line, and if ue an3 
ve are the redid. and transverse velocity components of the external flow and 
Ve their resultant then we have 

% 
u = f(e), v," 2 

e = ue+v i . 

The streamlines f = constant are given by 

rs ve =-=f 
dr "e 

and we write 

$ = -logr+ F. 
I 

de 

The orthogonal traJectories # s constant are given by 

1 dr 
rzi= 'f, 

and we write 

NOW when $ = constant we have dr =-fide and so 
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The line element, equatiim (I), becamea When # I cmetant 

0: (de)* = @y = (f +$w2 
p2 v', 

2 
p2 ve 

where a is nowncm-dimeneionalised by oo. 

But 

de2 P ar2 + ? de2 

= r2(i + f2, CM2 

alongtheline $= cauetant,anaeo 

p2 f = ’ + p2 
o2 f2 3 0 

whiah detenuinea p20 

Againwhen* = conetant we have dr = r&f snd 80 

endiuawayeimilartotheabovemfind 

p, f P ’ + f2 

c2r2 ’ 
0 

which detexminee p,. 

Ala0 

13 

N 
A c p+Ve$ = Uf dv 

2s 
oor(i+f2)gd~ 
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the differentiation being dong a streamline. 

But along a stressdine 

Hence 

A similar calculation leads to 

MEL I 
Oor(l +P2)F ’ %3 

-rfV 
or)  l 

Equation (7) becomes 

- Lv6 a 
( 

f2 
de rco I +f2 

,3 
e > 

5.03 $ r3 f 

= (I + f2$ 

maifwewritev =V e 
o 98, C = u V,/o,r, where V, is a representative 

velocity, wu have 

( f2 .eqs6,+f2r3 = 
5.08 2 r3 f 

ae > (1 + f2)& ' 

d.ifferentiationbeing almga streamline. 

Equation (8) beoanes 

& 1’” e;lz; “‘1 = E’/;:$J,,2 [II + M (0.067A - t&669)] 
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differentiation being along a stresmline. 

It is convenient to recast these equations in term of n and x; 
we are differentiating along a streamline which is known, ard we may treat 
either x or IJ as & independent variable since either is kmwn as a 
function &the other. Of these we shall ohoose x. 

We WITite 

s(x) = Kx ) tl = Y/Rx = (m-e, 

where K I) in the partioular problem considered here. 

We have 

? 2 2 2 2 2 = x +y = x(l+K q1). 

Along a stresniline 

= y [I-Kqf] , 

where f is knownas afunction of q. 

Hence finsllythe equations tobe solvedare 

2x?l+K 2 rl) 2 3/2 

1 
5.08 <x2(1 +K 2 17) 2 3/2 f2 

I + f2 

= 
(I + f2)1'2 (1 - Krlf) 

(14) 

$ [d2 e2, < f2 82 (1 + K2 .,12)5/k] = 
g fx3/2(1 + I? ll2)5/4 

c"2(1 + f2)"2(1 - Isqf) 

[n + M(O.067a - 0.669)] (153 
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where ll is related to e2, by equation (9). 

A an3 M are nav given by 

A = z 
Kx q&l - Kfq) + f %(I + K2 n2) 

K(1 + P2$ 
, 

MI=C 
(1 +K2n2)sq - Kx c&f + Kq) 

K(l + f2)' 
. 

In these equations rl is knmn as a function of x by Appendix A. 
The fxst equation determines C sndoncethisisknown A dM ars 
known, and than the seocmd equation detenaines fS2, or Il. When these are 
solved the velocity profiles, &in friction etc. are kncmn. See Ref.4. 

The main difficulty in the solution is the singular point at ths start. 
Thus if we write f = 0.85qh(q) in ewation (13), and q = Cx304B(q), where h 
and B are "well-behaved" the equation beocenes 

d 5 x808(l + I?- q2)3i2 B2 
ET C ' 1 

’ 2 h2 B2 ,9.8(, + pq2)3/2] = 5.m $ 
+ f2 (I + f2)"2(1 - Kqf) 

c2 and (0.85)2 camel. 

This maybe written 

$ (ex9.8) = .c9’3 

where e and a are "well-behaved", and e is to be fad. stsnaard 
methods like Simpscm's mle are unsuitable here owing to the high powers of 
x involved. 

If we take dx = h and integrate from the (m - l)th th to the m step m 
may write this equation, with an obvious notation 



e&nh)g*8 - e~,[(m-l)h]g*8 

b-1 )h 

ad thus emombe famdwhe~~e~,ia laxnm. 

A basically similar technique is ueed for equation (15), a little more 
ccmplioated because the equation ia of the fom 

&(69") E (bd + o)x'*~ , 

where d is tobe found. 



profiles given by (4) and (5) 
tan (semi-angle at vortex ) = 0.25 
(in section 3.2) ve/ue 

(in sO0th 3.2) (i/u&(avJae> 

given by (10) 
given by (10) 
non-ddmensional resultant velocity 
velocity components along and perpendicular to rsdius 
vector 

velocity components along and perpendioular to external 
stresmlines 

polar coordinate - dlstanoa franapex 
Sd-Span 
Cartesian coordinates. Origin apex, x-axis slang centre 
line, o-axis nozmslto plane 

angle between streamline d oentreline 
angle between external end limiting stresanlines 

given by o. z = (0~) 3 1; 

Y/d4 
polar coordinate - angle frm centre liae 

given by (9) 

given by (2) and (6) 

&"a by (3) SJUI (6) 
kinematio viscosity 

given by (3) 
funotions in the surfaoeline elatant in etresmline 
coordinates 

quantity related to boundary lwer thioknese 
funotion related to velooity potential 
function related to streamfumtlon 

Subsoript e rsfers to values in the external flcm 
Subscript w refers to values at the wall 
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